Semper, Gottfried. “Four Elements of Architecture” (1851)
Stone - Base - Stereotomy
Ceramics - Hearth- Moulding
Timber - Root/Frame - Cutting
Textiles - Wall - Weaving

Chapters on: Wood: Timber, Finishes
Brick, Stone, Concrete Masonry
Steel Frame
Concrete: Sitecast, Precast
Glass, Windows, Cladding
Foundation, Roof, Interiors

Chapters on: Masonry Concrete
Timber Steel
Insulation Glass

Chapters on: Concrete Mineral
Metal Wood
Plastic & Rubber Glass
Paint & Paper Fabric
Light Digital

Chapters on: Carbon Based Cement
Ceramics Glass
Metals Naturals
Polymers

Material Families: Metals
Polymers
Ceramics
Composites
Biomaterials & Loam

Ojeda, Oscar Riera, ed. Architecture in Detail; Materials (2003) (see also “Elements”, “Colors”, etc.)
Chapters on: Wood Concrete
Metal Plaster
Fabric Synthetics
Glass

Mori, Toshiko, Immaterial / Ultramaterial (2002)
Chapters on: Edge Surface
Substance Phenomena

Chapters on: Glass Concrete
Wood Metals
Plastics

Chapters on: Materials for Building
Materials and Form
In the Nature of Materials
Meaning Use
Junctions Time
Surfaces Place
Materiality & Translucency

Chapters on: Air Earth
Elastic Extreme
Industrial Know-how
Light Optical
Smart Surface
Sustainable Water

(see all “In Detail” and “Detail Praxis” series)
Chapters on: Simple Good
Wood Loam
Steel

Chapters on: Structure Surface
Sculptural Form
Future of Architecture

“New Materiality I” and “New Materiality II”, special issues no.23 & 24 of a+t (2004)

Addington, Michelle & Daniel Schodek, Smart Materials and Technologies for the Architecture and Design Professions (2004)
McQuaid, Matilda. Extreme Textiles: Designing for High Performance.